This paper presents a synthesis about how functional programming (FP) can be practically helpful within object-oriented programming (OOP). We list and discuss idiomatic and architectural effects of having FP capabilities in OOP, like code factoring at a function/method granularity level, iterator-like implementations, name abstractions and operation compositions. We also stress some of the difficulties in blending these two paradigms, like problems of design granularity mismatch, datatype incoherences, and increased syntax intricacies. Several classic OOP design patterns are analyzed from this point-of-view, since FP techniques make alternative implementations possible: basic cases like Strategies, Commands and Observers, but also Proxies (by functional evaluation control) and Visitors (by functional data-driven programming). This synthesis is illustrated by using C# 3.0 which offers statically typed FP constructs called delegates and extension methods.
Introduction
Let us consider the following claim:
Adding functional programming capabilities to an object-oriented language leads to benefits in object-oriented programming design.
The intuition behind this claim can be readily explained: many object-oriented programming (OOP) design patterns are based on object composition, that is, dynamic method indirections through objects. As well, functional programming (FP) offers function abstraction and indirection, but through the more straightforward concept of higher-order functions, and as such, may indeed be applied with profit to some OOP design problems. In fact, the idea of using FP to enrich OOP is quite old. For instance, the problem of user-defined datatype extension has often been debated based on associating these two paradigms (see e.g. [Rey75, Wad98, KFF98, PJ98, Bru03, Tor04, ZM05] ). Also, some of the usual practices in OOP languages include emulations of FP techniques. For instance, C++ programmers often make use of function pointers and overloadings of the () operator, i.e. functors (see e.g. [Ale01] ). Java programmers often make use of anonymous class possibilities, as well as introspection/reflexion to deal with a function/method design level (see e.g. the so-called Pluggable Selector pattern [BGS07] ). Besides, success languages allowing a programmer to mix FP and OOP exist for a long time, see e.g. Smalltalk or Common Lisp, and more recently, Python or Ruby. Many modern research languages offer effective mixes of the two paradigms, some of them with very sophisticated typed frameworks (see in particular OCaml [LDG + 08] and Scala [Ode08] ). Moreover, there is nowadays a trend to propose and include typed functional-oriented extensions to mainstream languages. For instance, several such extensions for C++ were made available (see e.g. [Lau95, MS04] ), and C++ standard committees are working on some of them too [JFC08] . In the same vein, the upcoming Java 7 is expected to include some FP constructs (see e.g. the Java Specification Request (JSR) about closures and the discussions around [Ge07, BGGvdA08] ). The C# language already offers such typed FP constructs, even more emphasized in its recent 3.0 version [Mic07a] .
This said, the understanding of paradigms like OOP and FP is not complete yet -if ever possible -and their mix is not so much practiced either (see e.g. [ASS85, FWH92, GWB91, SM00, Nar05, Mei07]). Many proponents of each of these paradigms still like to think about their favorite one as self-sufficient. Accordingly, there is still place for discussion about what a programmer could expect when FP and OOP are offered at the same time. This paper attempts to give a synthetic presentation about this question, opportunistically making use of the C# 3.0 language as an illustrating tool. Its first section is dedicated to presenting the functional-oriented constructs of C#, i.e. the so-called delegates and the extension methods. We set the criteria to check that such OO language constructs make some of the classic FP techniques possible: in particular, first-class citizenship, closure properties, and explicit interrelations between the FP and OOP constructs. The second section describes how FP could help a programmer expressing design solutions at a finer architectural granularity than with basic OOP. This encompasses code and name abstractions at a function/method level, easy iterator-loop-like programming and operation compositions. As a natural by-product, this section also describes the difficulties of blending FP and OOP through what is called design granularity mismatch, i.e. the fact that the FP level does not directly fit to the OOP level. Illustrating these effects in a more precise and effective way, a third section analyzes some of the classic design patterns (see also [SM00] ), i.e. Strategy, Command, Observer, Proxy, and Visitor from this point-of-view. The last two patterns allow us to show how characteristic functional techniques provide OOP with alternative implementation choices: For instance, evaluation control through functionally emulated laziness, and data-driven programming techniques offering dynamic flexibility. These qualities are however obtained at the expense of less datatype definition coherence, and more syntax intricacies.
Note that our presentation does not include facts about performance issues, nor systematic comparisons between the different ways of integrating FP into OOP (see e.g. [Goe07] for the Java case). Our point-of-view will be here mostly methodological.
Basic FP in a OOP Language
This section presents the FP-oriented constructs offered by a language like C#, and in what way they can be checked to provide usable FP capabilities within OOP. First, recall that FP is based on:
• First-Class Values. Functions/methods must have the same properties as primitive values like integers, that is, be able (1) to be the result of a function, (2) to be passed as an argument of a function, and (3) to be stored in a data structure. These properties ensure that a programmer can take advantage of a function/method granularity design level.
• Closures. Functions/methods definitions must be able to capture some/all of the environment in which they occur, so that their behavior shows independence from calling contexts, i.e. inducing referential transparency.
Existence of closures in general allow standalone functional values to be defined, and as a natural result, anonymous functional expressions.
Moreover in such a multiparadigm setting, one should expect:
• FP-OOP interrelation means: a programmer should be able to relate FPoriented constructs to OOP-oriented constructs. Indeed, functions and classes/objects/modules are of different design levels: functions mostly belong to the "programming in the small" level, whereas classes, objects, and modules mainly organize sets of functions. Nevertheless, when FP capabilities are available, the function/method level becomes powerful enough to compete sometimes with OOP. As a result, there are cases where the two different design granularity levels are mixed, and this generates problems of design granularity mismatch. Interrelation means between FP and OOP help solving them. delegate s t r i n g S t r i n g F u n ( s t r i n g s ) ;
// d e c l a r a t i o n o f a d e l e g a t e t y p e s t r i n g g 1 ( s t r i n g s ) { // a method whose t y p e matches St r ing Fu n return " some s t r i n g " + s ; } S t r i n g F u n f 1 ; // d e c l a r a t i o n o f a d e l e g a t e v a r i a b l e f 1 = g1 ; // d i r e c t method v a l u e a ssig nm e nt f 1 ( " some s t r i n g " ) ;
// a p p l i c a t i o n o f t h e d e l e g a t e v a r i a b l e
Note that there is not much surprise behind the representation of the C#-delegates since they are just a special kind of objects (see e.g. [Ric01] ). Indeed, a delegate declaration implicitly defines a new class derived from the predefined class System.Delegate. Delegates are instances of this class, and they are able to encapsulate a single method (or a sequence of methods). Then, the special behavior of such an object is the following: given an appropriate set of arguments (with a functional syntax), its encapsulated method is directly invoked with these arguments 2 . Some syntactic simplifications hide some of this mechanism: Consider for instance the delegation assignment in the above example, i.e. StringFun f1 = g1: it is the same as StringFun f1 = new StringFun(g1).
Delegates as First-Class Values
Let us check that delegates satisfy the basic first-class citizen properties. Delegates being objects, this is quite immediate, but here are some more examples illustrating these properties (StringFun is defined as above):
1. Delegate types can type method parameters, and delegates can be passed as arguments as any other values:
s t r i n g g f 1 ( S t r i n g F u n f , s t r i n g s ) { // d e l e g a t e f as a parameter [ . . . ] } C o n s o l e . W r i t e L i n e ( g f 1 ( f1 , " some s t r i n g " ) ) ; // c a l l 1 An historical and interesting discussion between Sun and Microsoft about delegates can be found in [JLT98, Mic98] . 2 The keyword delegate can lead to some confusion. First, within a program, this word does not clearly indicate to what it refers to (e.g. a C# declaration using the keyword delegate should be understood as "delegate type") (see [Met04] ). Besides, from an architectural point-of-view, this word somewhat clashes with its usual general meaning in OOP design -delegation -, i.e. dynamic compositions of objects where method calls can be forwarded on to other objects (see e.g. [Lie86] ). Nevertheless, one may also find some similarity at a more general level: C# delegates defer to runtime the decision about which methods should actually be called. The method represented by a delegate is often provided at runtime when the delegate has been instantiated. In this respect, C# delegates are often said to be similar to function pointers and associated with callbacks, though being object values and type safe. In fact, delegates are more similar to C++ functors (i.e. C++ function objects) than to function pointers.
2. Delegates can be returned as a computation of a method. For instance, assuming g is a method of type string => string and implemented in SomeClass:
S t r i n g F u n g f 2 ( ) { // d e l e g a t e as a r e t u r n v a l u e [ . . . ] return (new S o m e C l a s s ( ) ) . g ; } C o n s o l e . W r i t e L i n e ( g f 2 ( ) ( " some s t r i n g " ) ) ; // c a l l 3. Delegates can take place into data structures. For instance:
// d e l e g a t e i n a l i s t C o n s o l e . W r i t e L i n e ( l . F i r s t . Value ( " I n L i s t " ) ) ;
// e x t r a c t and c a l l
Added to these basic functional-oriented properties, some practical ones have also their importance to promote the use of delegates:
• Standard Library Support. C# offers functional and procedural generic delegate predefined types for arity up to 4 (respectively under the name Func and Action) -note here that overloading applies for generic delegates too):
delegate T R e s u l t F u n c<T R e s u l t > ( ) ; delegate T R e s u l t F u n c<T , T R e s u l t >(T a 1 ) ; delegate T R e s u l t F u n c<T1 , T2 , T R e s u l t >( T 1 a1 , T 2 a 2 ) ; [ . . . ]
• Multicasting. A delegate f may itself contain an invocation list of delegates, that is an ordered set of delegates. When such f is called, methods of the included delegate are invoked in the order in which they appear in the invocation list. The result value of f is determined by the last method called in its invocation list. Multicasting is thus not a function composition and is more related to imperative-like uses of delegates (e.g., event handlers, Observers, etc.). Note also that the syntax for obtaining multicasting is very simple since arithmetic operators + and -are overloaded to manage invocation lists.
Delegates as Closures
Pure FP is based on first-class functions seen as independent units, implemented by the concept of closure, that is, encapsulation of a function code together with an associated private environment (see e.g., [Rea89, FWH92] d e l e g a t e ( s t r i n g s ) { return s t r i n g ( " { 0 } : STRING IN anonymous \n" , s ) ; } ;
Syntactic sugar allows delegate definitions look more like lambda expressions:
The private environment of a closure comes from capturing/cloning all the bindings of the free variables of the lexical context during the function construction. This environment ensures a stable behavior of the function calls. Some of the good properties of FP -like local testing and concurrent programming -only hold with complete closures with no side-effects at all. However, first-class functions do not imply that they are closures in this strict sense, particularly in an imperative-based language, and they are not in C#. For instance, consider the following definitions:
S t r i n g F u n f1 , f 2 ; i n t c o u n t e r = 0 ; f 1 = ( s => { c o u n t e r++; return s t r i n g . F o r m a t ( " {0} = {1} \n" , s , c o u n t e r ) ; } ) ; f 2 = ( s => { c o u n t e r++; return s t r i n g . F o r m a t ( " {0} = {1} \n" , s , c o u n t e r ) ; } ) ;
Here, counter is shared between f1 and f2. Any modification of counter, any call of one of these functions has an effect on the same counter. Note however that references to outer variables within a delegate are preserved, and their lifetime too. Now, using lexical scope and a priori values with restricted lifetime, it is possible to capture some of an environment as private when a function/method is built (see e.g.
[HT06]). For instance:
S t r i n g F u n g f ( ) { i n t _ c o u n t e r = 0 ; return s => { _ c o u n t e r++; return s t r i n g ( " {0} = {1} \n" , s , _ c o u n t e r ) ; } ; } Here, each delegate obtained through a call of gf() has an individual private counter. Note that this well-known functional technique amounts to making delegates explicitly similar to usual objects (see e.g. [FWH92] ). If several different operations have to be applied to the same associated data, a pure OOP approach would obviously be preferable.
An FP-OOP Interrelation Mean: Extension Methods
C# offers another construct at the function/method level: extension methods enable a programmer to add methods to existing classes without creating new derived classes. These methods are static, but they are called as if they were instance methods on the extended classes [Mic07b] . In other words, standalone methods in C# can extend a class architecture. This possibility leads to what is sometimes called "open classes" (see e.g. [CMLC06] ) and makes the language increase its "operation-centric dimension" (as defined in [GWB91] ). For instance, the following extension method of the class String counts the words separated by blanks in a string (the first parameter of an extension method specifies which type the method operates on, and must be preceded by a "this" keyword):
s t a t i c i n t S i m p l e W o r d C o u n t ( t h i s S t r i n g s t r ) { return s t r . S p l i t (new char [ ] { ' ' } ) . L e n g t h ; }
This method can directly be used by an instance of String:
S t r i n g s 1 = " aaa bb c c c c " ; s 1 . S i m p l e W o r d C o u n t ( ) ) ; // u s a b l e as a S t r i n g method S i m p l e W o r d C o u n t ( s 1 ) ;
// a l s o u s a b l e as a s t a n d a l o n e method
An extension method can also be defined for interfaces and therefore at roots of class hierarchies. For instance:
s t a t i c I E n u m e r a b l e <T> M y S o r t<T >( t h i s I E n u m e r a b l e <T> o b j ) w h e r e T :
As expected, extension methods cannot access private variables of the class they are extending, so that they cannot be used to violate encapsulation. These methods can also be overloaded as any other methods.
However, one constraint about the C# extension methods is that they are not polymorphic (there is no dynamic selection) since they are bound at compiletime. Therefore, even if this construct is not so far from the standalone methods in the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) [Kee89, GWB91] , its effect to solve specific OOP architecture problems is limited (see e.g., the discussion about MultiJava [CMLC06] , or Sec. 4.5 further on). Another constraint is that extension methods must be defined in static classes. This is a serious restriction for organizing sets of extension methods since C# static classes cannot derive from interfaces or any other classes (except object).
With these pros and cons in mind, extension methods provide anyway a mean of explicitly describe relationships between FP-oriented definitions and an overall OO architecture. For instance, methods implemented to instantiate delegates are often defined as extension methods.
Note that other kinds of interrelation means between FP and OOP can be offered. One idea is to make easy to set relationships between closures and classes with only one method. For instance, closure conversions have been proposed for Java [BGGvdA08] , i.e. every closure of type t can be transformed into any interface type that has a single method with signature s such that t is a subtype of the function type corresponding to s.
Function/Method Granularity Design in OOP
This section discusses in a general setting what are the FP techniques usable in OOP. It also develops some of the effects, problems and solutions about the design granularity mismatch.
Code Abstraction at a Function/Method Level
The first effect of function abstraction consists of being able to get rid of local duplications and to apply strict separation of concerns at a function/method level: When first-class closures are available, any specific behavior, any snippet of code within a function/method can be abstracted out into a functional parameter. For example, consider a method involving some specific code: Assume that M has to be modified with respect to [...code<x1, x2, y>...] and some of its local data. Using delegates, these can be factored out into a parameter f as follows:
public delegate f l o a t F u n T y p e ( i n t x , i n t y , i n t z ) ;
Next, assuming the existence of f1 and f2 satisfying the type FunType, different versions of MFun can be obtained by single calls:
In a more conventional OOP approach, this situation is solved by using an object-based abstraction: First, an interface -call it IFun -is needed to describe the type of the objects dedicated to encapsulate the abstracted method f. Second, distinct classes derived from IFun are needed for every distinct implementation of f, e.g., F1, F2: i n t e r f a c e I F u n { f l o a t f ( i n t x , i n t y , i n t z ) ;
Iterator-like Operation Implementations
A celebrated application of the function/method abstraction is the implementation of flexible operations involving uniform and iterated transformations on data structure (see e.g. [BW88] ). For instance, Map (also called internal iterator) takes a function, say f, and a data structure instance, say data, as arguments. Next, f is called for each element of data, and returns a new instance of the data structure with the same type as data. Here is a possible implementation of a simple map for lists (using the predefined Func delegate type, and defining it as an extension method):
For instance, this method can be used as in any FP language:
Using the possibilities of C# over the IEnumerable type, the above implementation can be even more generic:
In the same vein, App is a Map but with some imperative flavor: It takes a procedure p and a data structure instance data as arguments. Then p is called for each element of data, applying its corresponding side-effect. In other words, App corresponds to abstracting out a simple loop:
Another classic FP operation is Fold (or Reduce) which transforms a data structure instance into a single value. For instance, folds over lists take a binary function as an argument which is called in turn for each element of the list and its accumulated single value. As above, one may easily implement such an operation with delegates.
Every iterator/loop-like implementation may take advantage of the firstclass function/method granularity (the .NET Framework provides most of these higher-functions). These functions indeed moderate the burden of managing explicit object-oriented iterators and Iterator-like design patterns [GHJV95] . They are often exploited as a way of promoting FP (see e.g. [Ge07] ).
The Design Granularity Levels
According to the last section, the abstraction at a function/method level seems effective. But let us now compare the respective qualities of the FP and the OOP approaches by reconsidering the basic examples of Sec. 3.1. There are points worth discussing, in particular the effects on architecture and flexibility:
A. The Architectural Effects: The solution using first-class functions/methods to generalize a method M avoids cluttering the global architecture with new classes. On the contrary, the OOP solution needs to start a new derivation tree with the interface IFun dedicated to the functional abstraction. In other words, we must adapt the OOP level to the FP level, which is sometimes a cumbersome operation. Now, these remarks are far from being the whole story: in the functional solution, the implementations of the argument functions, i.e. f1,f2, must take place somewhere in the architecture, and there are essentially two -partialsolutions to this problem:
• Modular Organization: One may place f1,f2 as static methods in some utility class or module. This technique amounts to including a basic modular-component (Ada-like) level into OOP. From an organization pointof-view, it amounts to collecting the different functional cases into a single component, whereas in the usual OOP style, functional cases are naturally spread out over different classes (see e.g. [Rey75, FF99] , and the discussion further about Visitors in Sec. 4.5). This technique may be effective, but adding some new functional instantiation possibilities f3,f4,... may need some awkward refactoring moves: either directly adding them to the component containing f1,f2, or defining awkward extensions through inheritance or generics, leading to another aspect of the design granularity mismatch. Moreover, if f1,f2 are defined as extension methods, one must take care of possible interactions with the existing methods (e.g., overloading effects).
• Anonymous Constructs: One may use anonymous constructs, that is, directly put the implementations of f1 and f2 into the calls of MFun:
defining new classes, the names of the method they contain are not specified. The delegate mechanism makes the method invocation transparent.
From an architecture point-of-view, this type-oriented property may be related to the classic distinction between nominal and structural type compatibilities (see e.g. [DGLM95] ). Recall that in the structural case, only intrinsic types of values are considered to induce compatibilities, whereas in the nominal case, type compatibility depends on explicit declarations (in general, explicit inheritance or subtyping definitions). Structural relationships make unanticipated reuses possible, and limit multiplication of similar type definitions. Nominal relationships allows one to explicit design intents and tighter contracts. Today, all the mainstream OOP languages like C# are strictly nominal at the object design level. But typed first-class functions/methods like the ones offered by delegates provide some structuralness within object nominalness: Methods can instantiate functional parameters in a flexible and opportunistic way. Of course, this property is obtained at the expense of more looseness among the sets of available methods, and therefore in the overall architecture.
Name Abstraction at a Function/Method Level
Let us illustrate the concrete effects of the name abstraction we just have discussed. For instance, consider first the case of some usual object composition in a Bridge design pattern [GHJV95] : 
] ) { a d a p t e e . S o m e O t h e r M e t h o d ( [ . . . ] ) ; } }
Objects of class Adapt may now instantiate the private attribute WindowSys of Window. Note that one could also have implemented this adapter within some anonymous construct. This is what happens in some Java idioms, e.g., with the ActionListeners (see also [Mic98] ). Now, using the function/method granularity level simplifies the situation: Any method satisfying DeviceFigureFun is now entitled to instantiate the variable _devfig whatever its name is.
As another example of using name abstraction, the same kind of technique can be used regarding the declared method names in a class. For instance, let us consider the Abstract Factory example of [GHJV95] : To obtain specific Abstract Factories, one has to derive implemented classes from MazeFactory, and is bound to use the declared constructor names. By using the method/function level and its structualness flavor, one can obtain a more opportunistic kind of Abstract Factories where the constructors are delegates: Every set of constructors that satisfies the Make*Fun delegate types can directly be used in MazeFactoryFun. No explicit adaptation is needed. As a result, the increased flexibility due to typed first-class function/methods is obtained, but again at the expense of lower architectural coherence and order.
Code Factoring and Operation Compositions
Another effect of having FP capabilities in a OOP language is that first-class functions/methods may provide convenient ways of expressing sequences of operations as compositions of higher-order functions. Consider the following example (inspired from [Coc08] 
): public s t a t i c void P r i n t W o r d C o u n t ( s t r i n g s
) { S t r i n g [ ] w o r d s = s . S p l i t ( ' ' ) ; f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < w o r d s . L e n g t h ; i++) w o r d s [ i ] = w o r d s [ i ] . T
o L o w e r ( ) ; v a r d i c t = new D i c t i o n a r y <s tr i n g , int > ( ) ; foreach ( S t r i n g w o r d i n w o r d s ) i f ( d i c t . C o n t a i n s K e y ( w o r d ) ) d i c t [ w o r d ]++; e l s e d i c t . A d d ( w o r d , 1 ) ;
foreach ( K e y V a l u e P a i r<S t r i n g , int> x i n d i c t ) C o n s o l e . W r i t e L i n e ( " { 0 } : {1} " , x . Key , x . V a l u e . T o S t r i n g ( ) ) ) ; } This piece of code is nothing but a pipe. First, it may be factored into a sequence of auxiliary methods, some being higher-order iterator-like operations:
public s t a t i c void P r i n t W o r d C o u n t F u n 1 ( s t r i n g s ) { S t r i n g [ ] w o r d s = s . S p l i t ( ' ' ) ; S t r i n g [ ] w o r d s 2 = ( S t r i n g [ ] ) Map( w o r d s , w => w . T o L o w e r ( ) ) ;
D i c t i o n a r y <S t r i n g , int> r e s = ( D i c t i o n a r y <S t r i n g , int >) Count ( w o r d s 2 ) ; App ( res , x => C o n s o l e . W r i t e L i n e ( " { 0 } : {1} " , x . Key , x . V a l u e . T o S t r i n g ( ) ) ) ) ; } Here, intermediate variables clutters the code. One could then consider the solution of using some generic higher-order composition method like:
However, by exploiting the fact that the auxiliary methods can be implemented as extension methods, there is a simpler FP-oriented way in C# of expressing the same sequence of operations: public s t a t i c void P r i n t W o r d C o u n t F u n 2 ( s t r i n g s )
o S t r i n g ( ) ) ) ) ; }
The pipe-like operation now appears clearly. This technique can be related to list comprehensions as they are in Haskell (see e.g [Hud00, Mei07] ). In C#, this possibility is often used with its Language Integrated Query (LINQ) defined to unify programming with relational data or XML. For instance, here is such a "query comprehension" [Mei07] : . G r o u p B y ( p => p . L a n g u a g e , p . N a m e ) . S e l e c t ( g => new{ L a n g u a g e = g . Key , S i z e = g . C o u n t ( ) , N a m e s = g } ) ;
Definitely increasing readability, this FP technique has some disadvantages too:
• Non-Locality. Such a composition contradicts the so-called Law of Demeter in OOP (see e.g. [LH89] ) promoting the use of local information only. Roughly, this law says that an object obj1 cannot go through another object obj2 to invoke some method of yet another object obj3. This would indeed mean that using obj1 requires deep knowledge of object obj2. For instance in PrintWordCountFun2, the call to App makes implicit the fact that Count produces a dictionary.
• Difficult Side-Effects Tracking. Since we are not in a pure FP setting, sideeffects can occur along such functional compositions. As a consequence, and because of non-locality, tracking and understanding these side-effects can be painful.
Some Design Patterns with Delegates
In the last section, we sometimes made use of the classic OOP design patterns [GHJV95] to illustrate some of the effects of making FP available into an OOP language. Some of these classic patterns happen also to be directly related to FP techniques. We discuss them now (see also [Nar07] ).
Strategy
The intent of a Strategy pattern is to let an algorithm vary independently of clients that use it. This flexibility is expected to be dynamic (contrary to the Template pattern). In other words, a Strategy amounts to passing single functions to an object, which is exactly a case of abstracting code at a function/method level (see Sec. 3.1). As expected, a classic OOP Strategy implementation needs a specific inheritance tree whose root is an interface describing the methods on which the abstraction is applied, and first-class methods may simplify this situation. In this respect, one finds predefined FP-oriented Strategies in C#. For instance, one of the versions of the predefined Sort method takes a Comparison<T> delegate argument of type:
The predefined FindAll method takes a Predicate<T> argument of type:
public delegate bool P r e d i c a t e <T >(T o b j )
The class List provides a default iterator typed by:
r E a c h ( A c t i o n<T> a )
where Action is the predefined general procedural delegate type. Many other examples of functional Strategies exist in the .NET Framework showing that a first-class function/method granularity design level definitely has an effect on an OO standard library, notwithstanding the pitfalls (see the discussion p. 10).
Command
The Command pattern encapsulates requests (method calls) as objects so that they can easily be transmitted, stored, and applied. This is just an OO way of speaking about encapsulated callbacks. A classic example of the usefulness of Command applies to the implementation of menus. Menus allow one to fire up an action, without having to know which actual method is called. These properties are directly provided by the function/method granularity level. With first-class functions/methods, we do not need any specific interfaces containing a method with a fixed name like Execute() (see Sec. 3.4 and [SM00, Met04]). The .NET Framework offers a set of classes to help building different kinds of menus based on FP-oriented Commands. In particular, there is a predefined delegate type for Command-like value:
public delegate void E v e n t H a n d l e r ( O b j e c t s e n d e r , E v e n t A r g s e )
Also, the predefined class MenuItem contains an attribute Click:
public event E v e n t H a n d l e r C l i c k This delegate attribute is called when the menu item is clicked or selected using a shortcut or access key. One can assign a click behavior simply by [Mic07b] :
p r i v a te void m e n u I t e m 1 Cl i c k ( object s e n d e r , S y s t e m . E v e n t A r g s e ) { O p e n F i l e D i a l o g f d = new O p e n F i l e D i a l o g ( ) ; f d . D e f a u l t E x t = " * . * " ; f d . S h o w D i a l o g ( ) ; } public void C r e a t e M y M e n u ( ) { M a i n M e n u m a i n M e n u 1 = new M a i n M e n u ( ) ; M e n u I t e m m e n u I t e m 1 = new M e n u I t e m ( ) ; [ . . . ] m e n u I t e m 1 . C l i c k = new S y s t e m . E v e n t H a n d l e r ( m e n u I t e m 1 Cl i c k ) ; } The assignment of Click could have been even more straightforward by using an anonymous delegate: In fact, multicast is often assumed in this case (the linked action can be expected to be further enriched), and the exact C# idiomatic form is the following: 
Observer
The Observer pattern intent is to define a one-to-many dependency between objects so that when one object changes state, all its dependents are notified and updated automatically. In its simplest form, this pattern involves a subject (an "observable") and multiple observers. Observers are attached to the subject. When the subject changes its state, it notifies its observers that they can be updated. First-class functions/methods can simplify this pattern with respect to the way notifications and updatings are managed (see also [SM00, Met04] ). Multicasting may be exploited too. First, here is a core implementation of the classic OO Observer: Using first-class methods, this implementation can be simplified: public delegate void UpdateFun<S>( S s ) ; public a b s tr a ct c l a s s S u b j e c t <S> { p r i v a te U p d a t e F u n <S> u p d a t e H a n d l e r ; public void A t t a c h ( U p d a t e F u n f ) { u p d a t e H a n d l e r += f ; } public void N o t i f y ( S s ) { u p d a t e H a n d l e r ( s ) ; } } One of the direct effect of this FP-oriented version is that observer objects do not need a specific method called Update() any longer. The interface Observer is not even necessary. As for the precedent design patterns, this FP-oriented implementation relaxes some of the architectural constraints induced by a strict OOP implementation.
Proxy
There are programming situations where a general optimization tactics can be applied, that is, delaying the evaluation of function calls until their results are actually needed. This tactics is named call-by-need or laziness. When single procedures are involved, we are not far from Commands. But when values and data are computed, classic OOP solves this problem by using Virtual Proxies, that is objects that provide surrogates or placeholders for other objects so that their data are created/computed only when needed. Associated with this technique, memoization (see e.g. [FWH92] ) captures results so that they are computed only once. With classic OOP, when laziness is implemented at a single function/method level, a Virtual Proxy involves two kinds of objects: one for the method calls to be controlled, and one for the Proxy itself. Using first-class functions/methods, this situation can again be simplified. A first solution is to create a generic FP-oriented Proxy which yields objects encapsulating a single method together with a memoization mechanism (inspired from [Pet07] The above class amounts to generate Virtual Proxies whenever they are based on single method calls. If one wants to avoid the OO granularity design level, it is also possible to implement Virtual Proxies at a FP level, thus providing a general evaluation control mechanism. Here, we make use of the closure capturing technique (see Sec. v a r f r = F r e e z e <i n t >( ( ) => { C o n s o l e . W r i t e L i n e ( " l a r g e c o m p u t a t i o n " ) ; return 1 + 1 ; } ) ;
As a result, the above implementations allow a OOP programmer to combine two of the well-known possibilities of higher-order functions: function/method abstractions and laziness emulation.
Visitor
The Visitor pattern intent is to make a class hierarchy more easily extensible: it lets you define new operations without changing the classes of the elements on which they operate [GHJV95] . Without Visitors, each subclass of a hierarchy has to be edited or derived separately. Recall that the classic OOP way of implementing Visitors is the following: Let C i be a set of classes that should be extended with sets S j of methods m i,j , one set S j at a time:
1. One creates an abstract Visitor class IV isitor defining generic names for the method m i,j (e.g. for each i, V isit(C i obj)).
2. For each j, one creates a class V isit j deriving from IV isitor, and containing all the different implementations of m i,j with respect to the classes in C i (which is related to the modular organization solution to put together different implementations of the same function -cf. page 10).
3. One makes the classes in C i able to use the Visitor instances V isit j and able to make the selection of the right method m i,j from V isit j . This last step is generally implemented by explicit double-dispatch over m i,j with methods called Accept.
Here is the classic example of a Visitor for a Composite over graphic figures (C i = {SimpleFigure, CompositeFigure} and S j = {NameFigureVisitor}):
public i n t e r f a c e I F i g u r e { S t r i n g G e t N a m e ( ) ; void Accept<T >( I F i g u r e V i s i t o r<T> v ) ; } public c l a s s S i m p l e F i g u r e : I F i g u r e { p r i v a te S t r i n g _ n a m e ; public S i m p l e F i g u r e ( S t r i n g n a m e ) { t h i s . _ n a m e = n a m e ; } public S t r i n g G e t N a m e ( ) { return t h i s . _ n a m e ; } public void Accept<T >( I F i g u r e V i s i t o r<T> v ) { v . V i s i t ( t h i s ) ; } } public c l a s s C o m p o s i t e F i g u r e : I F i g u r e { p r i v a te S t r i n g _ n a m e ; p r i v a te I F i g u r e [ ] _ f i g u r e A r r a y ; // d a t a s t r u c t u r e f o r c o m p o sit e public C o m p o s i t e F i g u r e ( S t r i n g n a m e , I F i g u r e [ ] s ) { t h i s . _ n a m e = n a m e ; t h i s . _ f i g u r e A r r a y = s ; } public S t r i n g G e t N a m e ( ) { return t h i s . _ n a m e ; } public void Accept<T >( I F i g u r e V i s i t o r<T> v ) { foreach ( I F i g u r e f i n _ f i g u r e A r r a y ) f . Accept ( v ) ; v . V i s i t ( t h i s ) ; } } public i n t e r f a c e I F i g u r e V i s i t o r<T> { T G e t V i s i t o r S t a t e ( ) ; void V i s i t ( S i m p l e F i g u r e f ) ; void V i s i t ( C o m p o s i t e F i g u r e f ) ; } public c l a s s N a m e F i g u r e V i s i t o r : I F i g u r e V i s i t o r<s tr i n g> { p r i v a te s t r i n g _ f u l l N a m e = " " ; public s t r i n g G e t V i s i t o r S t a t e ( ) { return _ f u l l N a m e ; } public void V i s i t ( S i m p l e F i g u r e f ) { _ f u l l N a m e += f . G e t N a m e ( ) + " " ; } public void V i s i t ( C o m p o s i t e F i g u r e f ) { _ f u l l N a m e += f . G e t N a m e ( ) + " / " ; } } Now, even if the Visitor design pattern is a quite powerful idea, it also brings several drawbacks. Among them:
• Refactoring Resistance. A Visitor definition relies on the set of classes C i on which it operates. When refactoring/extension moves are applied to C i , the whole Visitor class hierarchy must be edited too (e.g. in the above example, consider adding a class SimpleFigure2).
• Name Rigidity. A Visitor needs that all the different implementations of m i,j be similarly named so that they can be uniformly invoked (e.g. in the above example, the name is Visit). This may induce some inflexibility and code duplication problems.
• Staticness. A Visitor is static in its implementation since it relies on derivation. This is of course an advantage in terms of type-safety, but it also limits its flexibility and it may induce recompilations.
• Invasiveness. A Visitor needs that the client classes C i anticipate and/or participate in making the selection of the right method m i,j (e.g. in the above example, the Accept method is used to implement the doubledispatch tactics). However, this can also be a good property since it makes explicit the external operations m i,j .
Refactoring resistance is recognized as the main problem of the Visitor pattern [GHJV95, Ale01] . In fact, this problem is well-known to be more general: as soon as a program involves a set of datatypes and a set of behaviors over these datatypes, and as soon as these are organized into distinct modules, then extending both datatypes and their behaviors is known to be difficult (see e.g. [Rey75, Wad98, KFF98, Bru03] ). This is another way of looking at some of the drawbacks of the modular organization discussed in page 10. Let us see now in what way FP-oriented constructs can help finding other Visitor implementations.
Visitors with Extension Methods
According to the general intent of the Visitor design pattern, extension methods could provide a straightforward solution. Indeed, as a first approximation, one can just add sets of m i,j methods to the C i classes by defining them as extension methods (see e.g. [CMLC06] ). Two elements prevent such technique to be effective in C#:
• C# Extension Methods and Restricted Polymorphism: As already pointed out (see page 7), extension methods only offer static binding. Thus, there is no easy programming solution of the Visitor pattern when the C i classes belong to some class hierarchy (the usual case). For instance, in the above Composite example, the following implementation would not work: • C# Extension Methods and Restricted Modular Organization: The Visitor pattern also carries the idea of putting together all the extension operations so that the classes to be extended are just seen as different forms of the same concept (in general they are even expected to share the same roots). In other words, the Visitor pattern also includes a specific way of applying a modular organization, and mix it with a class organization. In the case of C#, extension methods may only appear in static classes. These are "sealed" (final) and cannot derive from interfaces or other classes (except object).
Note that these constraints are not intrinsic to the idea of extension methods.
We can obtain other solutions by using a FP data-driven technique to implement ad-hoc and generic method selection processes: a Visitor is then made of (1) dictionaries of pairs in the form (type, method); (2) generic "accept" methods able to exploit these dictionaries, that is, able to call the right method corresponding to a given type. For instance: p u b l i c d e l e g a t e T V i s i t o r F u n I n t e r n a l<V, T>(V f , T s t a t e ) ; public s t a t i c V i s i t o r F u n <V , T> M a k e A c c e p t F u n<V , T >( K e y V a l u e P a i r< S y s t e m . T y p e , V i s i t o r F u n I n t e r n a l <V , T > >[] a r r F u n s ) { T _ s t a t e = d ef a u l t ( T ) ; return o b j => { bool f o u n d = f a l s e ; i n t i = 0 ; while ( i < a r r F u n s . L e n g t h && ! f o u n d ) { i f ( o b j . G e t T y p e ( ) == ( a r r F u n s [ i ] ) . K e y ) { _ s t a t e = ( a r r F u n s [ i ] ) . Value ( o b j , s t a t e ) ; // method c a l l f o u n d = true ; } i++; } return _ s t a t e ; } ; } Note that this implementation is fully generic. It is up to the programmer to build instances of dictionaries arrFuns of a specific type, e.g.:
K e y V a l u e P a i r<S y s t e m . T y p e , V i s i t o r F u n I n t e r n a l <I F i g u r e F , S t r i n g >> [] Each dictionary corresponds to a specific Visitor for IFigureF. For instance: public s t a t i c S t r i n g S i m p l e F i g u r e F u n ( I F i g u r e F f , S t r i n g s ) { return s + f . G e t N a m e ( ) + " " ; } public s t a t i c S t r i n g C o m p o s i t e F i g u r e F u n ( I F i g u r e F f , S t r i n g s ) { return s + f . G e t N a m e ( ) + " / " ; } public s t a t i c V i s i t o r F u n <I F i g u r e F , S t r i n g> D e f a u l t A c c e p t F u n ( ) { K e y V a l u e P a i r<S y s t e m . T y p e , V i s i t o r F u n 2 <I F i g u r e F , S t r i n g > >[] a r r F u n s = {new K e y V a l u e P a i r<S y s t e m . T y p e , V i s i t o r F u n 2 <I F i g u r e F , S t r i n g>> ( t y p e o f ( S i m p l e F i g u r e F ) , S i m p l e F i g u r e F u n ) , new K e y V a l u e P a i r<S y s t e m . T y p e , V i s i t o r F u n 2 <I F i g u r e F , S t r i n g>> ( t y p e o f ( Co m p o si t e F i g u r e F ) , Co m p o si t e F i g ur eFu n) } ; return M a k e A c c e p t F u n<I F i g u r e F , S t r i n g >( a r r F u n s ) ; } Accepting a new type of IFigureF (extending the client classes C i ) is not a problem any longer: one just has to extend the dictionary. Methods making a specific Visitor can be easily related to existing methods (cf. structural flexibility, p. 10). Thus, Visitors can be constructed and adapted dynamically.
As a result, using the FP granularity design level provides some answers to three of the above drawbacks of the classic Visitor, i.e. refactoring resistance, naming rigidity, and staticness. Nevertheless, this has been obtained at the expense of some syntax intricacies, and possible type incoherences: the type completeness of a dictionary remains a programmer responsibility.
Discussion
In order to write flexible code in a classic OO program at a function/method level, there are essentially two ways:
1. Object encapsulation: this technique leads to homogeneous architecture, that is strict OOP, but also to syntax and architecture complications, in particular by increasing the size of the inheritance graphs (e.g. Strategy and Command design patterns).
2. Introspection/reflection and plug-in capabilities: this technique leads to sophisticated and ad-hoc solutions, but also to insufficient type-safety and bug tractability.
A possible answer to these inconveniences is to include a typed first-class functions/method granularity level, that is, to offer FP capabilities to OOP. In the precedent pages, we have seen that this paradigm combination allows some idiomatic architecture simplifications and increased flexibility:
